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Left Side 3D View
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                                 Building Tips
 
     - Read full instruction set before starting project 
 
     - Use wood glue for for all glued parts
 
     - Test fit all parts before gluing 
 
     - Allow glue to fully set between building steps 
 
     - Small binder clips can be used to clamp parts 
       together while glue is drying
 
     - Sand all moving parts before final assembly
    
     - Have fun and enjoy building your new project



1. Carefully remove all of the parts from the sheet layouts
      *Note you may need to use a sharp razor to free some parts where 
          the laser did not fully cut through

Laser Cut Layout



Frame
Hammer

3. Glue Hammer plates together in order shown
- Tip: Use a section of the 3/16" X 3/4" Dowel 
  rod help align parts. Do Not giue dowel in place 
  you will need to remove it for final assembly
 

2. Glue Frame plates together in order shown. 
Use 3 dowels 1/8" X 1/2" locator pins to help align parts. 
Note: Do not glue dowels as they will need to be removed 
to secure Slide at final assembly.
 



Trigger

Slide

Release

5. Glue Trigger and Release plates 
    together in order shown

4. Glue Slide plates together in order shown.
    Use two 1/8" X 3/4" long dowels for alignment.
    Glue dowels in place



Final Slide Assembly

Side cover shown removed for 
easier viewing of internal parts

Hammer shown in position
- Secure with 3/16" dowel

Tuck release into notch. Add a small 
band between release and hammer 
as shown



Slide Installation

Final Assembly - Inside View

7. Place slide over the frame and secure with 
    two 1/8 X 3/4" long dowels

Secure Trigger into frame 
with 1/8" X 1/2" long dowel



Final Assembly

8. Load a band and test if the band releases cleanly, 
    your done. If not you will have to remove the 3/16
    dowel and sand both side of the hammer to allow 
    for more clearance. Repeat until guns fires as desired


